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A reader topic suggestion; my thanks, gratitude and appreciation for giving it to me. 

 

RQ1: How do you put a life contract into place? 

C: This is so easy, it almost does not require a question much reply, yet we shall as you have 

inquired. First be a soul, second have decided to incarnate and third list things you wish to learn. 

This will come from own experience and from the observation of other experiences and what 

other souls gained from doing it. 

 

Then you simply make a list. Think of a dream house, mate, marriage, career, vacation, 

adventure or hobby you don't pursue or have very much, and remember the ideas you toss about 

as you dream you could have it, what would you do and how.  

   

RQ2:  Why do we chose to incarnate? What are the reasons? Curiosity for things you cannot 

experience at Home? Boredom at Home ? An attraction for challenges? The urge for a "service" 

to Source, bringing back all your experiences to help with its expansion ? 

C: Incarnation is undertaken to have and learn from the experience in ways no other 

approach, method or procedure provides. Curiosity, the interest portion, side or aspect of 

anything unknown, is not a factor, a cause or a contributor in your and our home of Heaven. 

Access to any information is available, provided you know about the information. You may, can 

and typically do ask other souls to tell you about what you do not know yourself, thus cannot ask 

and to which you cannot gain access yourself. You are the given lists, and ultimately anything is 

available.  

 

Boredom is completely and entirely a human emotion, effect and experience. Attraction to 

challenges is the sensation a life plan or contract includes. It is the human feeling, sensation and 

perception you have, upon reaching a life plan agenda item to be tackled, explored and fulfilled 

next. Where the urge to pursue a challenge arises, this is the life contract kicking into action. 

 

There is no urge to give your service to source, which does not include and involve your urges 

for yourself and surrounding peer souls. That you might feel this urge for and including people 

around you, often yourself among the group, THAT is service to Source, and "Source" is you.   

 

RQ3: Once you've decided to incarnate, who do you turn to? Who do you "talk" to about it? 

Your GAGs? "Friends"? Spirits you hang out with ? A special "Incarnation Committee"? 

C: Yes, and all of the above. You have answered by channeling, your own question, well 

done. 

 

RQ4: Is there a special "place" of gathering to organize your contract? if yes, what does it look 

like ? 

C: Yes, around you, at whatever location you select.  

 

 



RQ5.  Is your contract like a big discussion between you, your GAGs and the participants, and 

you all come to an agreement, or do you decide everything on your own, do your presentation 

and some spirits just raise their hands and say "I will be in for you on this or that? 

C: It is exactly like this, and is both things, not one or the other. 

 

RQ5:  How is decided the moment you incarnate, "jump in"? So many people (younger, older, 

much older!) and factors are involved in your life on Earth! And I'm aware I'm thinking with a 

linear time line, which is an illusion, but it's difficult to imagine how contracts are set-up in a 

dimension with no time and apply to a dimension with a sense of linear time. 

C: You have once again half answered your question, with an answer channeled to you, well 

done once more. Each individual incarnated soul's time can be stretched or shrunk to fit the 

coordination of all others.  

 

Think of a three dimension matrix, where you can go left, right, up, down forward and back, the 

size of your movements as large or as small as you like. Compared to other people, other souls 

and other matrices, this means you can move in an effective diagonal direction also, relative to 

them. You do. When you relocate your point of intersection to the place it will run into the soul 

you wish to encounter, because your life contract course contains it, you will have the planned 

experience opportunity. 

 

If you require a readjustment, for other souls and circumstances, this is also done on the fly, as it 

were. This is why you sleep, to allow review and readjustment, an engineering analysis, a 

recalculation and recalibration of your machinery, which is then redeployed and used to reach 

this intersection you want. 

 

As a human and when awake, what you allow yourself to see, to know and to remember is the 

linear Earth surface time flow, determined by planet rotation and changing starlight angles, 

sunlight and daytime-to-night cycles.  

 

These only exist for conscious humans but not for your soul, thus all intersections, encounters 

and path crossings on Earth can be arranged to fit the timeline.  

 

RQ7:  Are you warned about how hard and hurtful some aspects of your contract as you 

imagine it can be? If yes, who warns you? If you have already incarnated, do you have a 

"physical and emotional amnesia" about how hard some experiences can be, physically, 

emotionally, and psychologically ? Some people seem to have sooo much on their plate!! 

C: You are neither warned nor are you the warning to others. This is the intended human 

view, and you are doing very well with it, you this specific reader who has asked and in a many 

ways, the remainder and rest of you all.  

 

Harmful is purely human; you incarnate because you already understand and know this, then you 

see it and then you see the benefit. Does a human work hard for a lot of money, despite the toil 

the human knows will be required? This emotion, urge, desire and drive for human physical 

wealth control, is precisely what you feel for the opportunity to experience harm & hurt.  

 



Yes, a condition which could be labeled as amnesia operates, but we believe the human word of 

separation better describes the process, because unlike what humans call amnesia or memory 

loss, this is not what happens. You may allow yourself slight glimpses back into what you know, 

in order to spark your continuance, this is called hope. This separated thus restricted information 

becomes available each and every time you sleep. You end your file check & review process 

with a story, in many instances. This story is called a dream.  

 

You often enjoy a good book, yes? A good story? As a human you might enjoy this 

entertainment, because you enjoy it in and as your soul.   

 

If the plate is full, get a larger plate, put less on it, eat faster or throw some away. Does not every 

full human experience plate do this regularly and constantly? Look around you to observe it 

daily and in your life also.   

 

RQ8:  How detailed can your contract be versus free will? Do we all detail a contract to the 

same extent? Or do some people come in with only "big lines" and whatever happens, happens? 

C: As complicated as you choose, and always adjustable. You can allow human decision 

segments as long, wide, narrow or brief as you prefer, and these can be adjusted as you and the 

intersected circumstances and people choose. On Earth as a human they appear fixed, and they 

are. For a human in the Earth environment on Earth's surface, they are fixed. But in reality, of 

which human incarnation is but a limited portion, all circumstances, events and people involved 

are not restricted or fixed until imprinted into the time sequential linear memory of the humans.  

 

RQ9: How is decided the moment you incarnate? (I know I'm thinking linear time here) 

C: See your question numbered five. 

 

RQ10: What about the contract of "Wild Cards", these very special people who come in with 

very special "missions" for humanity...Is it a contract like any other? Or are they volunteers for 

a pre-established contract? Are they selected, chosen? If yes, on which criteria? Do they have 

their word in what is planned in the contract or are they like "little soldiers"? 

C: All human lives are wild cards, the differences but degrees, extent and reach into what 

would be deemed wild, the unknown thus unable to be of any value. All of you may be the Ace 

Spades now and the Two of Clubs in the next moment, next day, week, month or year and 

several, then decades and centuries and millennia and…. 

  

Unique, human change leadership roles are people on society-wide missions, such as Adolph 

Hitler, Genghis Kan, Mohammed, Buddha and many examples.  

 

All of you are volunteers, no exception to this exists. Such major mission leadership lives are 

volunteered. Souls seek this, are not recruited, because for this no need or lack exist. The 

numbers who offer exceed the requirements.  

 

Such leadership roles are never little soldiers and neither are any of you. If this appearance is 

strong, it is intentional, false wrapping placed around the incarnated soul and life plan, for a 

specific reason, to achieve a specific purpose.  



Yes, it is a contract like any other, in that it is a contract but all human life course agreement 

contracts are unique to the souls writing & following them. Guardian Angel Guides are the 

coordinators. Without this function, no life plans would be as successful as they become in 

nearly every case, and many would fail by implosion at the outset. 

 

Curious we find no mention or question of Guardian Guides have the questions included, and we 

mention it here now. 

 

The pushing, shoving, wrestling and competition to become a Guardian Angel Guide is fun to 

watch, because the experience is so beneficial once complete and so enjoyable to carry out. It is 

truly an honor and pleasure without equivalent, to volunteer for and be chosen by an incarnated 

soul, to fulfill this function. 

 

RQ11.  If in my life on Earth (or elsewhere), I decide this is my last life time, I don't want to 

incarnate again, will I remember this decision once back Home, or will I have an amnesia of this 

decision? Or, when seeing the big picture, will I laugh this decision off and be attracted to come 

back and do it?  

C: You remember everything. You appreciate everything you did. Your love for your fellow 

soul grows in direct proportion, and this love is returned to you in at least equivalent amounts.  

 

You all know this; sit quietly for a moment and imagine the great experience you had, who 

helped you achieve it, both saint and scoundrel alike, then offer all your deep gratitude in your 

mind and feeling of deep love washes over you. 

 

If you do not admit this in words to anyone, you still feel and know it.  

 

You can have as many incarnated lives as you want, and you can learn new things to explore 

which were not understood before incarnating, thus adding lives, adding incarnated experiences. 

The concept a soul has incarnated on Earth for the last time is quite possible but it does not mean 

once such decision is reached, an authority elsewhere prohibits incarnation again.    

 

Reader Conclusion: I have a feeling that this topic must be among the most difficult ones to 

answer for [The Committee], as WE think about this with a very human brain and an experience 

of linear time...Some things will probably be very difficult to explain...But maybe they can shed 

some light on some aspects to help us grasp a bit of it!! Thank you soo much for what you do for 

us...Lots of love from Europe.  

C: This was not only NOT difficult, it was enjoyable and easy. We simply describe what we 

see as it relates to your questions. That is easy; and you all do this with equal ease. Look out of 

or into any window and describe what is there; this is not hard at all for any human who can look 

and speak. What you have asked of us is even easier.  

 

We return our love, as our thanks to you for offering yours. Be well one and all, do return.  


